Small Moving Target Detection Model Based on Improved Mixed Disturbance Gauss Model
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Abstract
In order to obtain ideal moving target detection results, a kind of moving target detection algorithm of improved mixture Gaussian model is proposed in this paper on the basis of analyzing the deficiency of traditional Mixture Gaussian model. Firstly, in this algorithm, the update rate is increased to better adapt to the change of environment and the idea of pixel connected region is introduced to remove the noise, then the invariance property of chroma is adopted to avoid arising of “shadow” phenomenon; finally, simulation comparison experiment is used to test its performance. The experiment results show that this algorithm can generate reliable background image and accurately and completely detect the moving target to obtain more superior detection results of comparison algorithm, which can meet the practical application requirement of target tracking.
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1. Introduction
With the gradual maturity of the image processing and computer vision technology, moving target detection has been an important branch for current computer to research the vision, which has got successfully application in the fields of traffic management, military reconnaissance and medical treatment; therefore, if it has great value both on theory and practice to further improve the accuracy of moving target detection, it has long been challenging research subject [1, 2]. Moving target detection refers to extract the moving target from image sequence to make for subsequent moving tracking target. Moving target detection problem has arouse the concern of many specialists and scholars at home and abroad, and they have spent a lot of time and energy on a series of relevant research and proposed a lot of effective moving target detection algorithm [3]. At present, the moving target detection includes: optical flow, frame difference and background differencing [4]. In which, optical flow has high requirement for hardware and high complexity for computing, so it is different to meet practical requirements of moving target detection; for example, it has narrow scope of application in military reconnaissance without great practical application value [5]. Compared with optical flow, frame difference can be achieved easily; it has small computation complexity and can effectively eliminate static background and has strong robustness for light condition changes, but the outline of moving target detection is large and not accurate and there are a lot of “cavities” for detected moving target, so that there are defects [6] of “double image” or “deformation” of target for target detection results. Compared with optical flow, frame difference can be achieved easily; it has small computation complexity and can effectively eliminate static background and has strong robustness for light condition changes, but the outline of moving target detection is large and not accurate and there are a lot of “cavities” for detected moving target, so that there are defects [6] of “double image” or “deformation” of target for target detection results. Compared with optical flow, frame difference, background differencing has small calculated amount, and it can be achieved easily and may obtain more ideal moving target detection results, so it is the most wide in practical application and the main research direction [7] for current moving target detection. In the practical application progress of background differencing, the most key technology is the construction and update of the background, which is mainly used to meet change requirement of application environment for moving target. On the basis of single Gaussians model, the mixture Gaussian model (GMM) has been put forward by Stauffer and etc.; it is the most common background constructing and update model and can establish corresponding background for each pixel by Gaussian distribution and may achieve the auto updates of model parameter; it is not sensitive to illumination change and the shaking of tree and has high actual application values [8]. However, there are some defects for traditional mixture Gaussian model actually; the scholar has put
forward some improved mixture Gaussian models to improve the accuracy of moving target detection [9-11]. Specific to the existing defects for mixture Gaussian model and considering improving the accuracy of the moving target detection as the goal, moving target detection algorithm based on improving mixture Gaussian model is put forward in this paper. First, this algorithm increases the update rate to better adapt to environment change and introduce the idea of pixel connected region to estimate the noise, then make use of the invariance property of chroma to avoid arising of “shadow” phenomenon, it is compared with other moving target detection algorithm for testing to test the validity and superiority of the algorithm in this paper.

2. Mixture Gaussian Model

2.1. Background Modeling

Mixture Gaussian model is the background modeling technology based on pixel point, and it takes each pixel point as a random variable to establish $k$th Gaussian distribution for them to describe the background value of the pixel point. For any pixel point $(x, y)$, its sequence of historical pixels can be described as:

$$\{x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_t\} = \{I_i(x, y) | 1 \leq i \leq t\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In the formula, $I_i(x, y)$ refers to the gray value at ith moment.

At the moment $t$, computational formula of probability function of pixel point $(x, y)$ is:

$$P(I_i(x, y)) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} w_{i,t} \times \eta(I_i(x, y), \mu_{i,t}, \Sigma_{i,t})$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

In formula, $w_{i,t}$ is the weight value of $ith$ model at moment $t$; $\mu_{i,t}$ is the mean value of $ith$ Gaussian distribution at the moment $t$; $\eta(I_i(x, y), \mu_{i,t}, \Sigma_{i,t})$ is the probability density function at the moment $t$, its computational formula is:

$$\eta(I_i(x, y), \mu_{i,t}, \Sigma_{i,t}) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma_{i,t}|^{1/2}} \times e^{-\frac{1}{2}(I_i(x, y)-\mu_{i,t})^{T} \Sigma_{i,t}^{-1}(I_i(x, y)-\mu_{i,t})}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

2.2. Parameter Updating

Sequence the Gaussian distribution of frame pixel value $I_i(x, y)$ according to the size of priority, if it meets the condition of formula (4), it shows whether it matches the Gaussian distribution or not; if it is succeeded in matching, the first parameter matched with Gaussian distribution shall be updated by formula (5)–(8); if it fails in matching, other parameters are not changed and the weight value shall be updated by formula (9).

$$| I_i(x, y) - u_{i,t-1} | < D \times \sigma_{i,t-1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$w_{i,t} = (1 - \alpha) w_{i,t-1} + \alpha$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\mu = (1 - \beta) \mu_{i,t-1} + \beta I_i(x, y)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\delta_{i,t}^2 = (1 - \beta) \delta_{i,t-1}^2 + \beta (I_i(x, y) - \mu_{i,t-1})^T (I_i(x, y) - \mu_{i,t-1})$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\beta = \alpha \eta(I_i(x, y) | \mu, \delta_{i,t})$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$w_{i,t} = (1 - \alpha) w_{i,t-1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)
In this formula, \( \alpha \) is learning rate; \( \beta \) is update rate.

### 2.3. Generation of Background and Extraction of Moving Target

After establishing corresponding mixture Gaussian model for each pixel, of which a part can be used to describe the background, the rest of Gaussian distributions are used to describe the foreground; Gaussian distribution is sequenced in descending order by \( \mu \) value, so Gaussian distribution that is likely to represent the background may be arranged in the former of the sequence, the first \( B \) number of Gaussian distributions can be selected as the background model, and the details of it are shown as follows:

\[
B = \arg \min_b \left( \sum_{i=1}^B w_{i,b} > T \right)
\]  

In which, \( T \) is scheduled threshold value. 
In actual application, if the value of \( T \) is too small, single Gaussian distribution may be used to describe the background, or multiple Gaussian distributions may be used to describe the background. \( T \) is defined as 0.75 in this paper.

### 2.4. Extraction of Moving Target

After selecting \( B \) Gaussian models, the current pixel value shall be used to match the generated background, if it does not match, the pixel point can be considered as moving target, or this pixel point is considered as background point, which can achieve the inspection of moving target.

From above, we can know that the workflow of traditional Gaussian model is shown as Figure 1.

---

**Figure 1. Workflow of traditional gaussian model**

### 3. Improvement of Mixture Gaussian Model

#### 3.1. Improvement of Update Rate

In the process of traditional mixture Gaussian model, the real-time update shall be made for background image to adapt to the change of external environment; because update
rate $\beta$ is too small, “blackspot” can remain in original position after the target is extracted from the scenario. According to operating principle of traditional mixture Gaussian model, we can know that $\beta$ is determined by learning rate and probability density function, therefore, the $\beta$ is enlarged by $k$ times in this paper to avoid the arising of “blackspot” phenomenon.

$$\beta = k {\alpha \eta(I_t(x,y) | \mu, \sigma)}$$

(11)

3.2. Improvement of Learning Rate

Learning rate $\alpha$ is closely related to the update of background model, if its value can adapt to the environmental change for a long time, the moving target can be misjudged easily or the moving target can be lost easily. Therefore, a kind of self-adaptive learning rate is proposed in this paper, its computational formula is shown as follow:

$$\alpha = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{n + C1}, & n < N \\
C2 \times (1 - e^{-\omega t}), & n \geq N 
\end{cases}$$

(12)

In this formula, $n$ is the frame number of video; $N$ is the first $N$; both of $C1, C2$ are constant; $\Delta D$ is the difference of each pixel and adjacent 8 pixel values; its computational formula is shown as follows:

$$\Delta D = \frac{1}{9} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} [I(x+i, y+j) - B(x+i, y+j)]$$

(13)

3.3. Noise Removal Point

Eight-neighborhood noise removal method is used for removing the noise; the details of it are shown as follow:

(1) In the detected binary picture, only considering “white dot” pixel, computing the number of “white point” that belongs to eight-neighborhood of “white point” pixel, if the number of it is less than 6, it can be defined as noise, which shall be eliminated.

(2) Moving target region can be obtained by closing first and then starting computing.

3.4. Shadow Elimination

In the process of target moving, a lot of “shadow” can be generated, so that there are unnecessary links generated between targets, which have an adverse impact on subsequent target tracking; therefore, the “shadow” phenomenon shall be avoided as much as possible. Invariance property of chromacity between shadow and pixel of background is used to eliminate the shadow; the details of it are shown as formula (14).

$$M(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
255, & S_r - S_b \geq T_s \land \land H_r - H_b \geq T_h \\
0, \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$

(14)

In this formula, $T_h, T_s$ respectively refers to threshold value of chromacity and colour purity.

3.5. Step to Establish Background

(1) Read current one frame; as colour video is only collected at present, the graying shall be disposed for it, and the details of it are shown as follow:

$$\text{Gray}(i,j) = 0.11 \times R(i,j) + 0.59 \times G(i,j) + 0.3 \times B(i,j)$$

(15)

In formula, $R(i,j), G(i,j), B(i,j)$ respectively refers to three channels of pixel value.
(2) If the front frame is the first frame, establish the first Gaussian distribution, or carry out the following steps.

(3) The Gaussian distribution of frame pixel value $i(x,y)$ shall be sequenced by the size of priority, if it meets the condition in formula (4), update the parameters according to formula (5)~(8) and skip to step (5).

(4) If the number of Gaussian distribution meets preset number, update weight value according to formula (5) and add a new Gaussian distribution, and the weight value shall be computed by formula (6).

$$w_{k+1,j} = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

(5) If it does not reach the maximum number of frames, return to step (1) to proceed, or take current frame as $i^{-1}(x,y)$.

(6) The first $B$ number of Gaussian distributions is elected as the background model, so as to obtain binary picture of moving target before the noise removal.

(7) The binary picture after the noise removal can be obtained through the noise removal processing and proper morphological open-close operation for the binary picture.

(8) For the binary picture after noise removal, eliminate the shadow of it by formula (14), so as to obtain the background image.

From above, we can know that the workflow of improved mixture Gaussian model is shown in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 2. Workflow of improved mixture gaussian model**
4. Simulation Experiment

4.1. Data Source

In order to test the performance of moving target detection algorithm of improved Gaussian model, Visual C++6.0 and Open CV as development tools are used to do simulation experiment on Window 7 operating system with Intel dual-core 2.75GHz CPU, 5 GB internal storage; the frame difference and traditional mixture Gaussian model are used to make control experiment to comparatively analyze its advantages and disadvantages from qualitative and quantitative aspects; this experimental data includes three groups of test video, which are respectively shown as Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Experimental data](image)

4.2. Result and Analysis

(1) Qualitative analysis: Test results of frame difference, mixture Gaussian model and improved mixture Gaussian model are as shown in Figure 4~6. The below conclusion can be obtained by comparing and analyzing Figure 4~6:

1) Frame difference is sensitive to noise and there are amount of errors, so that the moving target detection is not complete and there are a large amount of cavities.

2) Mixture Gaussian model can effectively remove part of noise, the moving target detection is reactive complete, but it cannot respond to the shift of object in time; there is “shadow” phenomenon for moving target detection results.

3) The test results of improved mixture Gaussian model test is the most superior, it can greatly remove the adverse influence of the noise; the edge of moving target is smooth, it fills up the cavity occurring in inspection results of frame difference and obtains compete moving target and better robustness than comparison algorithm.

![Figure 4. Experimental result of frame difference](image)

![Figure 5. Experimental result of mixture gaussian model](image)
(2) Quantitative analysis: In order to better comprehensively analyze the moving target detection results and make quantitative analysis for improved mixture Gaussian model, the recall ratio (Recall) and precision ratio (Precision) are selected as the evaluation index to inspect the advantages and disadvantages of the results, and they are respectively defined as follows:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{17}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{18}
\]

In this formula, \(TP\) is the number of correct pixel of inspection target; \(FP\) is the number of pixel by wrongly inspecting the background as the target; \(FN\) is the number of pixel by wrongly inspecting the moving target as the background.

Recall, Precision of test results of frame difference, mixture Gaussian model and improved Gaussian model are respectively shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. From the Figure 7 and 8, we can know that various performance indexes of improved mixture Gaussian model are superior than that of frame difference and mixture Gaussian model, which obtains more ideal moving target detection results; contrast experiment results show that improved mixture Gaussian model can adapt to the moving target detection in complex environment and better make for subsequent moving target tracking.
Frame Recall ratio Frame Difference Mixture Gaussian model Improved mixture Gaussian model

Figure 8. Variation curve of precision ratio of different algorithms

5. Conclusions
On the basis of deeply analyzing mixture Gaussian model, a kind of moving target detection algorithm of improved mixture Gaussian model is proposed in this paper; firstly, update rate of mixture Gaussian model is increased to better adapt to the change of environment and; it has introduced the idea of pixel connected region to effectively remove the noise, then the invariance property of target chromacity is used to avoid the arising of the “shadow” phenomenon; finally, the simulation experiment results show that the moving target detection algorithm in this paper can generate reliable background image to accurately detect moving target and obtain more superior detection result than other moving target detection algorithm, which has higher actual value.
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